
                 Taken from Wikipedia.com

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is one of the specific forms of Fourier analysis. 

Time
domain

Frequency
domain Formula

Name
Domain 
property

Function
property

Domain 
property

Function
property

(Continuous)
Fourier transform ContinuousAperiodic Continuous Aperiodic

Fourier series ContinuousPeriodic
( ) Discrete Aperiodic

Discrete-time  
Fourier transform Discrete Aperiodic Continuous Periodic

(fs)

ete Fourier transform Discrete Periodic
(N) Discrete Periodic

(N)
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Linearity

Multiplication  
   

   (unitary normalization 
convention)

    (non-unitary convention)

    (ordinary frequency)

e.g., Modulation

Convolution

    (unitary convention)

    (non-unitary convention)

    (ordinary frequency)

e.g., Integration 

Conjugation

Scaling

Time reversal

Time shift

Parseval's theorem
    (unitary 
convention)



    (non-unitary
convention)

    (ordinary 
frequency)

Sampling is the process of converting a signal (for example, a function of continuous 
time or space) into a numeric sequence (a function of discrete time or space). 

Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem
Exact reconstruction of a continuous-time baseband signal from its samples is 
possible if the signal is bandlimited and the sampling frequency is greater than twice 
the signal bandwidth



Taken from  Matlab Help

For length N input sequence x, the DFT is a length N vector, X. fft and ifft implement 
the relationships 

FFT
If x(n) is real, you can rewrite the above equation in terms of a summation of sine and 
cosine functions with real coefficients: 

where

The FFT of a column vector x

x = [4 3 7 -9 1 0 0 0]' ; 

is found with 

y = fft(x) 

which results in 

y = 

6.0000

11.4853 - 2.7574i 

-2.0000 -12.0000i 

-5.4853 +11.2426i 

18.0000

-5.4853 -11.2426i 

-2.0000 +12.0000i 

11.4853 + 2.7574i 

Notice that although the sequence x is real, y is complex. The first component of the 
transformed data is the constant contribution and the fifth element corresponds to the 
Nyquist frequency. The last three values of y correspond to negative frequencies and, for 
the real sequence x, they are complex conjugates of three components in the first half of 
y.

sinc

y = sinc(x) 

Description 

sinc computes the sinc function of an input vector or array, where the sinc function is  



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

   
 
 
Odd , Even. Neither,  Complex, Real, Periodic ,aperiodic, Continuous, Discontinuous functions 
Bandlimited , Basband 
 
 
Sampling is the process of converting a signal (for example, a function of continuous time or 
space) into a numeric sequence (a function of discrete time or space). 
 
Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem 
Exact reconstruction of a continuous-time baseband signal from its samples is possible if the 
signal is bandlimited and the sampling frequency is greater than twice the signal bandwidth 
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From class work 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

T0= t+- nt0 



 
 
 
From MATLAB HELP 

 



Taken from  Standfor Uni and Matlab Help

The simple matlab example and figure  illustrates how much faster 
convolution can be performed using an FFT. We see that for a length 

convolution, the fft function is approximately 300 times faster in 
Octave, and 30 times faster in Matlab. (The conv routine is much faster in 
Matlab, even though it is a built-in function in both cases.)

N = 1024;        % FFT much faster at this length 

t = 0:N-1;       % [0,1,2,...,N-1] 

h = exp(-t);     % filter impulse reponse 

H = fft(h);      % filter frequency response

x = ones(1,N);   % input = dc (any signal will do) 

Nrep = 100;      % number of trials to average 

t0 = clock;      % latch the current time 

for i=1:Nrep, y = conv(x,h); end

                 % Direct convolution 

t1 = etime(clock,t0)*1000;

    % elapsed time in msec 

t0 = clock;

for i=1:Nrep, y = ifft(fft(x) .* H); end 

                 % FFT convolution 

t2 = etime(clock,t0)*1000; 

disp(sprintf([...

    'Average direct-convolution time = %0.2f 
msec\n',...

    'Average FFT-convolution time = %0.2f msec\n',... 

    'Ratio = %0.2f (Direct/FFT)'],... 

    t1/Nrep,t2/Nrep,t1/t2)); 




